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A set X ⊆ N is S-recognizable for an abstract numeration system S, if the set repS(X) of
its representations is accepted by a finite automaton. We show that the growth function
of an S-recognizable set is always either Θ((log(n))c−df nf ) where c, d ∈ N and f ≥ 1,
or Θ(nrθΘ(n
q)), where r, q ∈ Q with q ≤ 1. If the number of words of length n in the
numeration language is bounded by a polynomial, then the growth function of an
S-recognizable set is Θ(nr ), where r ∈ Q with r ≥ 1. Furthermore, for every r ∈ Q with
r ≥ 1, we can provide an abstract numeration system S built on a polynomial language and
an S-recognizable set such that the growth function of X isΘ(nr ). For all positive integers
k and ℓ, we can also provide an abstract numeration system S built on an exponential
language and an S-recognizable set such that the growth function of X isΘ((log(n))knℓ).
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A set X ⊆ N is b-recognizable if the set of representations of the elements of X in base b is accepted by a finite automaton.
The class of b-recognizable sets is a very well-studied class (themain results can be found in the book of Allouche and Shallit
[1]). It is therefore somewhat surprising that, to the best of our knowledge, no characterization of the possible growths of
b-recognizable sets is currently known. In this paper, we provide such a characterization for the muchmore general class of
S-recognizable sets.
Let L be a language over an alphabet Σ . We assume that the letters a1, . . . , aℓ of Σ are ordered by a1 < · · · < aℓ. This
order on the alphabet Σ induces an order< on the language L called the genealogic order or the radix order: the words are
ordered length by length, and for a given length, we use the lexicographic order. This leads to the definition of an abstract
numeration system.
Definition 1. An abstract numeration system is a triple S = (L,Σ, <), where L is an infinite language over a totally ordered
finite alphabet (Σ, <). The language L is called the numeration language. Themap repS : N→ L is a bijectionmapping n ∈ N
to the (n+ 1)th word of L ordered genealogically. The inverse map is denoted by valS : L → N.
Most of the time, we assume that L is a regular language. Nevertheless, some results hold true for arbitrary numeration
languages.
The integer base numeration systems are particular cases of abstract numeration systems since for all b, n,m ∈ N with
b ≥ 2, we have n < m ⇔ repb(n) < repb(m), where repb(x) designates the usual greedy representation of x in base b. In
this case, the numeration language is repb(N) = {1, 2, . . . , b− 1}{0, 1, 2, . . . , b− 1}∗ ∪ {ε}, which is regular.
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Definition 2. Let S be an abstract numeration system. Let X ⊆ N. The set X is S-recognizable if the language repS(X) =
{repS(n) : n ∈ X} is regular. Let b ≥ 2 be an integer. The set X is b-recognizable if it is S-recognizable for the abstract
numeration system S built on the language repb(N) consisting of the base-b representations of the elements of X . The set X
is 1-recognizable if it is S-recognizable for the abstract numeration system S built on a∗.
Note that N is S-recognizable if and only if the numeration language L is regular.
Rigo [11] stated the following two fundamental questions regarding S-recognizable sets:
• For a given numeration system S, what are the S-recognizable subsets of N?
• For a given subset X of N, is it S-recognizable for some numeration system S?
Of course, both of these questions are quite difficult to address in full generality. In this paper,we consider these questions
in terms of the growth functions of both the set X and the numeration language.
Definition 3. For a subset X of N, we let tX (n) denote the (n + 1)th term of X . The map tX : N → N is called the growth
function of X .
We address the following problem.
Problem 1. Let S be an abstract numeration system built on a regular language. What do the growth functions of
S-recognizable sets look like? Of course, this question has to be answered in terms of the growth function of the numeration
language.
Apart from the following result, known as Eilenberg’s gap theorem, we are not aware of any results in the direction of
answering the above problem.
Theorem 4 ([8]). Let b ≥ 2 be an integer. A b-recognizable set X of nonnegative integers satisfies either lim supn→+∞(tX (n +
1)− tX (n)) < +∞ or lim supn→+∞ tX (n+1)tX (n) > 1.
Thanks to this result, examples of sets that are not b-recognizable for any b have been exhibited. The set {n2 : n ∈ N} of
squares is such an example. However, the set of squares is S-recognizable for the abstract numeration system
S = (a∗b∗ ∪ a∗c∗, {a, b, c}, a < b < c).
More generally, Rigo [11] and Strogalov [15] showed that for any polynomial P ∈ Q[x] such that P(N) ⊆ N, there exists S
such that P is S-recognizable. Observe that in the case of an integer base numeration system, the number of words of each
length in the numeration language grows exponentially, whereas in the case of the numeration system S, this number grows
polynomially. This leads to the natural question: Can a set of the form P(N) ever be recognized in a numeration systemwhere
the numeration language is exponential? In Section 6, we show that the answer to this question is no for all polynomials P
of degree 2 or more.
Let us fix some asymptotic notation.
Definition 5. Let f and g be functions with domain N. We say that f isΘ(g), and we write f = Θ(g), if there exist positive
constants c and d and a nonnegative integer N such that, for all integers n ≥ N , we have cg(n) ≤ f (n) ≤ dg(n). We say
that f and g have equivalent behaviors at infinity, which is denoted by f (n) ∼ g(n) (n → +∞) (or simply f ∼ g when the
context is clear), if we have limn→+∞ f (n)g(n) = 1. Finally, we write f = o(g) if we have limn→+∞ f (n)g(n) = 0.
Definition 6. For any language L over an alphabetΣ and any nonnegative integer n, we let
uL(n) = |L ∩Σn|
denote the number of words of length n in L and
vL(n) =
n−
i=0
uL(i) = |L ∩Σ≤n|
denote the number of words of length less than or equal to n in L. The maps uL : N → N and vL : N → N are called the
counting (or growth) functions of L.
When L is a regular language, the sequence (uL(n))n≥0 satisfies a linear recurrence relation with integer coefficients (for
instance, see [2]): there exist a positive integer k and a1, . . . , ak ∈ Z such that we have
∀n ∈ N, uL(n+ k) = a1uL(n+ k− 1)+ · · · + akuL(n).
Then, since we have vL(n) − vL(n − 1) = uL(n), the sequence (vL(n))n≥0 satisfies the linear recurrence relation of length
k+ 1 whose characteristic polynomial is (x− 1)(xk − a1xk−1 − · · · − ak).
Our main result can be stated as follows.
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Theorem 7. Let S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system built on a regular language and let X be an infinite
S-recognizable set of nonnegative integers. Suppose
∀i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, vL(np+ i) ∼ aincαn (n →+∞),
for some p, c ∈ N with p ≥ 1, some α ≥ 1 and some positive constants a0, . . . , ap−1, and
∀j ∈ {0, . . . , q− 1}, vrepS (X)(nq+ j) ∼ bjndβn (n →+∞),
for some q, d ∈ N with q ≥ 1, some β ≥ 1 and some positive constants b0, . . . , bq−1. Then we have
• tX (n) = Θ

(log(n))
c−d log( p
√
α)
log( q
√
β) n
log( p
√
α)
log( q
√
β)

if β > 1;
• tX (n) = Θ

n
c
d ( p
√
α)Θ(n
1
d )

if β = 1.
Furthermore we have
• tX (n) = Θ

n
c
d ( p
√
α)(1+o(1))(
n
b )
1
d

if β = 1, q = 1, and vrepS (X)(n) ∼ bnd (n →+∞);
• tX (n) = Θ

n
c
d ( p
√
α)(
n
b )
1
d

if β = 1, q = 1, and vrepS (X)(n) = bnd for all n ∈ N.
This paper has the following organization. In Section 2, we recall some necessary background concerning S-recognizable
sets. In Section 3, we provide a proof of Theorem 7. In Section 4, we describe some constructions of abstract numeration
systems S that effectively realize some particular behaviors of S-recognizable sets. As a consequence of our main result, we
also show that certain behaviors of S-recognizable sets are never achieved by any abstract numeration systems S. Then,
in Section 5, we propose examples illustrating every possible behavior of tX (n) when X is an S-recognizable set. Finally,
in Section 6, we discuss a few additional results. Namely, we show that no polynomial can be recognized in an abstract
numeration system built on an exponential regular language. This result extends a well-known result in the integer base
numeration systems.
2. Background on S-recognizable sets
Definition 8. Let S be an abstract numeration system. An infinite word x over an alphabet Γ is S-automatic if, for
all nonnegative integers n, its (n + 1)th letter x[n] is obtained by ‘‘feeding’’ a DFAO A = (Q ,Σ, δ, q0,Γ , τ ) with the
S-representation of n:
∀n ∈ N, τ (δ(q0, repS(n))) = x[n].
Definition 9. Let X be a set of nonnegative integers. Its characteristic sequence is the sequence χX = (χX (n))n≥0 defined by
χX (n) =

1, if n ∈ X;
0, otherwise.
The following result is self-evident.
Proposition 10. Let S be an abstract numeration system. A set is S-recognizable if and only if its characteristic sequence is
S-automatic.
Definition 11. Ifµ is a morphism over an alphabetΣ and a is a letter inΣ such that the imageµ(a) begins with a, then we
say that µ is prolongable on a.
If a morphismµ is prolongable on a letter a, then the limit limn→+∞ µn(a) is well defined. As usual, we denote this limit
by µω(a). Furthermore, this limit word is a fixed point of µ. Observe that it is an infinite word if and only if there is a letter
b occurring in µ(a) that satisfies µn(b) ≠ ε for all nonnegative integers n.
Definition 12. An infinite word is said to be pure morphic if it can be written as µω(a) for some morphism µ prolongable
on a letter a. It is said to bemorphic if it is the image under a morphism of some pure morphic word.
Theorem 13 ([10,12]). An infinite word is S-automatic for some abstract numeration system S if and only if it is morphic.
Example 14. Consider the morphism h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗ defined by h(1) = 1010 and h(0) = 00. Let X be the set of
nonnegative integers whose characteristic sequence is hω(1). The first elements in X are 0, 2, 6, 8, 16, 18, 22, 24, 40, 42,
46, . . .. From Theorem 13 and Proposition 10, the set X is S-recognizable for some abstract numeration system S. The
associated DFAO is depicted in Fig. 1 (details on how to build this DFAO are given in Section 3). For all k ∈ N, we have
|hk(1)| = (k + 1)2k. For all n ∈ N, there is a unique k := k(n) ∈ N such that (k + 1)2k ≤ tX (n) < (k + 2)2k+1. Since the
number of occurrences of 1 in the prefix hk(1) is equal to 2k, we also have (k+1)2k ≤ tX (n) < (k+2)2k+1 ⇔ 2k ≤ n < 2k+1.
This means that k(n) = log2(n). Consequently, tX (n) isΘ(n log(n)).
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Fig. 1. A DFAO generating X .
3. Proof of the main result
Definition 15. Let A = (Q , {a1, . . . , ar}, δ, q0, F) be a DFA whose alphabet is ordered by a1 < · · · < ar . The morphism
associated withA is the morphism µA : (Q ∪ {α})∗ → (Q ∪ {α})∗ defined by
∀q ∈ Q , µA(q) = δ(q, a1) · · · δ(q, ar) and µA(α) = αµA(q0)
where α is a new letter, not belonging to Q .
In [10], it was shown that any S-automatic word is morphic (see Theorem 13 above). Here we only need to consider the
particular case where the S-automatic word is the characteristic word of an S-recognizable set of nonnegative integers. We
follow the construction of [10] in the following definition. Nevertheless, notice that our definitions of A and g are slightly
different.
Definition 16. Let S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system and let X be an S-recognizable set of nonnegative
integers. LetAL be the trimminimal automaton of L and letAX be the (complete)minimal automaton of repS(X). Now define
A = (Q ,Σ, δ, q0, F) to be the product of these two automata (take only the accessible part) and consider the canonically
associated morphism µA. Let g : (Q ∪ {α})∗ → {0, 1}∗ be the morphism defined by g(α) = g(q0) and for all states (p, q)
ofA,
g(p, q) =
1, if p is final inAL and q is final inAX ;
0, if p is final inAL and q is not final inAX ;
ε, if p is not final inAL.
Furthermore, for each n ∈ N, we define F(n) to be the number of occurrences of the letter 1 in g(µnA(α)).
The following lemma is self-evident.
Lemma 17. Let S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system and let X be an S-recognizable set of nonnegative integers.
With the notation of Definition 16, we have
∀n ∈ N,∀k ∈ N, |g(µkA(α))| ≤ tX (n) < |g(µk+1A (α))| ⇔ F(k) ≤ n < F(k+ 1).
Lemma 18. Let S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system and let X be an S-recognizable set of nonnegative integers.
With the notation of Definition 16, we have
∀n ∈ N, |g(µnA(α))| = vL(n) and F(n) = vrepS (X)(n).
Proof. Define K to be the language accepted by the trim automatonAK whose graph is the same asAL but where all states
are final. Observe that the following inclusions hold: repS(X) ⊆ L ⊆ K . By construction, for alln ∈ N, the (n+2)th letter of the
infinite wordµωA(α) is the state inA reached by reading the (n+2)th word in K . Define the morphism f : (Q ∪{α})∗ → Q ∗
byf (α) = f (q0) and for all states (p, q) ofA,
f (p, q) =

(p, q), if p is final inAL;
ε, if p is not final inAL.
Then, for all n ∈ N, the (n+1)th letter of the infinite word f (µωA(α)) is the state inA reached by reading the (n+1)th word
in L. Now define the morphism h : Q ∗ → {0, 1}∗ be the morphism defined by
h(p, q) =

1, if q is final inAX ;
0, if q is not final inAX ,
for all states (p, q) ofA. We clearly have g = h ◦ f .
We claim that |µnA(α))| = vK (n) for all n ∈ N. If so, since f erases the words not belonging to L and h is a letter-to-
letter morphism, then we obtain |f (µnA(α))| = |g(µnA(α))| = vL(n) for all n ∈ N. Then, by definition of F , we also obtain
F(n) = vrepS (X)(n) for all n ∈ N.
It is thus sufficient to prove the claim. We define a new automatonB = (Q ∪ {α},Σ ∪ {a0}, δ′, α,Q ∪ {α}) by slightly
modifying the automaton A. The initial state q0 of A is no longer initial in B and we add a new initial state α with a loop
labeled by a new letter a0 (not belonging toΣ). All states are final. The (partial) transition function δ′ : Q ∪{α}×Σ∪{a0} →
Q ∪ {α} is defined by δ′(α, a) = δ(q0, a) for all a ∈ Σ , δ′(α, a0) = α, and δ′(q, a) = δ(q, a) for all q ∈ Q and all a ∈ Σ .
Observe that K is the language of the words accepted by B from which we remove the words starting with α. With the
terminology of [4], this automatonB is the automaton canonically associated with the morphism µA and the letter α and the
corresponding directive language is K . Thus, we can apply [4, Lemma 28] to obtain the claim. This completes the proof. 
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Lemma 19. For all regular languages L, there exist p, c ∈ N with p ≥ 1 and α ≥ 1 such that for all i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, we have
vL(np+ i) ∼ aincαn (n →+∞)
where a0, . . . , ap−1 are some positive constants.
Proof. It is well known that
∑
n≥0 vL(n) is an N-rational series for all regular languages L (see for instance [2]). Since
(vL(n))n≥0 is a non-decreasing sequence, the lemma follows from [13, Theorem II.10.2]. 
We are ready for the proof of Theorem 7.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 7). Let p, q, a0, . . . , ap−1, b0, . . . , bq−1, c, d, α, and β be numbers like in the statement. The
hypotheses imply vL(n) = Θ(nc( p√α)n) and vrepS (X)(n) = Θ(nd( q
√
β)n). Consider the notation of Definition 16. For all
n ∈ N, there exists a unique k := k(n) ∈ N such that we have |g(µkA(α))| ≤ tX (n) < |g(µk+1A (α))|. From Lemma 17, this
number k is also the only nonnegative integer that satisfies F(k) ≤ n < F(k+ 1).
First consider the case where β > 1. From Lemma 18 we obtain F(k) = Θ(kd( q√β)k). From [3, Lemma 4.7.14] we find
k(n) = 1
log( q
√
β)
(log(n)− d log(log(n)))+ O(1).
Using Lemma 18, this gives the announced asymptotic behavior.
Now consider the case where β = 1. From Lemma 18 we obtain F(k) = Θ(kd). This gives k(n) = Θ(n 1d ). Hence, from
Lemma 18, the announced asymptotic behavior holds. Moreover, if q = 1, we can be more precise. In this case, we have
F(k) = vrepS (X)(k) ∼ bkd (k → +∞) for some b. This gives k(n) ∼ ( nb )
1
d (k → +∞) and from Lemma 18, the announced
asymptotic behavior holds. Moreover, if vrepS (X)(n) = bnd for all n ∈ N and for some b, then we have F(k) = bkd for all
k ∈ N. This gives k(n) = ⌊ nb
1
d ⌋. Therefore, the announced asymptotic behavior holds in this case as well. This concludes the
proof. 
Remark 20. Note that the hypotheses of Theorem 7 imply that either q
√
β < p
√
α or ( q
√
β = p√α and d ≤ c). Since repS(X)
is assumed to be an infinite language, we also always have β ≥ 1.
The following corollary is a particular case of Theorem 7 where α = βr for some r ≥ 1. Recall that α and β are said to be
multiplicatively dependent if α = βr for some non-null r ∈ Q.
Corollary 21. Let S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system built on a regular language and let X be an infinite
S-recognizable set of nonnegative integers. Suppose
∀i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, vL(np+ i) ∼ aincβrn (n →+∞),
for some p, c ∈ N with p ≥ 1, some β ≥ 1, some r ≥ 1, and some positive constants a0, . . . , ap−1, and
∀j ∈ {0, . . . , q− 1}, vrepS (X)(nq+ j) ∼ bjndβn (n →+∞),
for some q, d ∈ N with q ≥ 1 and some positive constants b0, . . . , bq−1. Then we have
• tX (n) = Θ

(log(n))c−dr
q
p nr
q
p

if β > 1;
• tX (n) = Θ

n
c
d

if β = 1.
Proof. The case where β > 1 is simply a rewriting of Theorem 7 with α = βr and r = log(α)log(β) . For the case β = 1, observe
that the hypotheses imply βr = 1. Hence, the conclusion follows directly from Theorem 7 with α = β = 1. 
4. Achieving particular behaviors
Recall that a language L is polynomial if uL(n) is O(nd) for some d ∈ N and is exponential if there exist c > 0 and θ > 1
such that the inequality uL(n) ≥ cθn holds for infinitely many integers, n. Let us now recall the following gap theorem.
Theorem 22. [16] Any regular language is either polynomial or exponential.
Proposition 23. • For all k, ℓ ∈ N with ℓ > 0, there exists an abstract numeration system S built on an exponential regular
language and an infinite S-recognizable set X ⊆ N such that tX (n) = Θ((log(n))knℓ).
• For all k, ℓ ∈ N with ℓ > 1, there exists an abstract numeration system S built on an exponential regular language and an
infinite S-recognizable set X ⊆ N such that tX (n) = Θ

nℓ
(log(n))k

.
• For all positive integers k and for all abstract numeration systems S, there is no S-recognizable set X ⊆ N such that
tX (n) = Θ

n
(log(n))k

.
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Proof. Let ℓ be a positive integer and let k ∈ N.
From [11, Proposition 17], for all c ∈ N, there exists a regular language L having vL(n) = (n + 1)c2ℓ(n+1) as growth
function (for n ≥ 1). This language L is obtained by considering unions and shuffles of regular languages over distinct
alphabets, i.e, alphabets having empty pairwise intersections. In particular, for all nonnegative integers b ≤ c , it contains a
regular sublanguageM(b) such that uM(b)(n) = nb2n for all n ∈ N.
Let S = (L,Σ, <)be an abstract numeration systembuilt on a regular language L satisfying vL(n) ∼ nk2ℓ(n+1) (n →+∞).
This language is defined as in the previous paragraph. Then the set X = valS(M(0)) is an infinite S-recognizable set such that
vrepS (X)(n) ∼ 2n+1 (n →+∞). From Theorem 7, we obtain tX (n) = Θ((log(n))knℓ). This proves the first assertion.
Now we assume ℓ ≥ 2. Choose any integer d ≥ k
ℓ−1 and let c = ℓd − k. From the choice of d, we have c ≥ d. Let
S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system built on a regular language L satisfying vL(n) ∼ nc2ℓ(n+1) (n → +∞).
This language is defined as in the first paragraph. Then the set X = valS(M(d)) is an infinite S-recognizable set such that
vrepS (X)(n) ∼ nd2n+1 (n →+∞). From Theorem 7, we obtain tX (n) = Θ

nℓ
(log(n))k

. This proves the second assertion.
Consider now the third assertion and assume k > 0. Let S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system. Suppose that
such a set X exists. In view of Lemma 19 and Theorem 7, we should have
∀j ∈ {0, . . . , q− 1}, vrepS (X)(nq+ j) ∼ bjndβn (n →+∞),
for some q, d ∈ Nwith q ≥ 1, some β > 1 and some positive constants b0, . . . , bq−1. In the same way, we can write
∀i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, vL(np+ i) ∼ aincαn (n →+∞),
for some p, c ∈ N with p ≥ 1, some α > 1 and some positive constants a0, . . . , ap−1 > 0. Then we must have p√α = q√β .
From Theorem 7 and Remark 20, we then obtain tX (n) = Θ((log(n))c−dn) with c ≥ d, a contradiction. This ends the
proof. 
The following corollary of Theorem 7 considers the case of a polynomial numeration language.
Corollary 24. Let S = (L,Σ, <) be an abstract numeration system built on a polynomial regular language and let X be an infinite
S-recognizable set of nonnegative integers. Then we have tX (n) = Θ(nr) for some rational number r ≥ 1.
Proof. Since L is an infinite polynomial regular language, its growth function vL(n)must satisfy
∀i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, vL(np+ i) ∼ ainc (n →+∞),
for some p, c ∈ N with p ≥ 1 and some positive constants a0, . . . , ap−1. The sublanguage repS(X) of L is necessarily
polynomial too, and since X is an infinite S-recognizable set, the growth function vrepS (X)(n)must satisfy
∀j ∈ {0, . . . , q− 1}, vrepS (X)(nq+ j) ∼ bjnd (n →+∞),
for some q, d ∈ N with q ≥ 1 and d ≤ c , and some positive constants b0, . . . , bq−1. Then from Theorem 7, we obtain
tX (n) = Θ(n cd ). 
Proposition 25. For every rational number r ≥ 1, there exists an abstract numeration system S built on a polynomial regular
language and an infinite S-recognizable set of nonnegative integers X such that tX (n) = Θ(nr).
Proof. Fix a rational number r ≥ 1. Write r = cd where c and d are positive integers. DefineBℓ to be the bounded language
a∗1a
∗
2 · · · a∗ℓ . We have vBℓ(n) =
n+ℓ
ℓ

for all ℓ ≥ 1 and n ∈ N (for example see [6, Lemma 1]). Let S be the abstract numeration
system built on Bc with the order a1 < a2 < · · · < ac and let X = valS(Bd) (since c ≥ d, we have Bd ⊆ Bc). Hence we
have vBc (n) =
n+c
c

and vrepS (X)(n) =
n+d
d

for all n ∈ N. Then from Theorem 7, we obtain tX (n) = Θ(n cd ) = Θ(nr). 
5. Examples
In this section we provide several examples to illustrate the constructions of Sections 3 and 4.
Example 26. Let us continue Example 14. Consider the abstract numeration system S built on the language L accepted by
the automaton of Fig. 1 from which the words beginning with 0 and the alphabet order 0 < 1 < 2 < 3 are removed.
The trim minimal automaton of L is depicted in Fig. 2. The set X is S-recognizable since repS(X) = 2{0, 2}∗ ∪ {ε}. We have
uL(n) = (n+2)2n−1 if n ≥ 1 and uL(0) = 1 and urepS (X)(n) = 2n−1 if n ≥ 1 and urepS (X)(0) = 1. This gives vL(n) = (n+1)2n
and vrepS (X)(n) = 2n for all n ∈ N. Observe that according to Lemma 18, we have |hn(1)| = vL(n) = (n + 1)2n and
F(n) = vrepS (X)(n) = 2n for all n ∈ N, where F(n) is the number of occurrences of the letter 1 in |hn(1)|. Recall that we found
tX (n) = Θ(n log(n)),
which is consistent with Theorem 7.
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Fig. 2. The trim minimal automaton of L.
Fig. 3. The trim minimal automaton of K .
Example 27. Consider the base 4 numeration system, that is, the abstract numeration system built on L4 = {ε} ∪
{1, 2, 3}{0, 1, 2, 3}∗ with the natural order on the digits. Let X = val4(L) = {0, 2, 8, 10, 32, 34, 40, 42, 128, 130, 136, 138,
160, . . .} where L is the language accepted by the automaton of Fig. 2. It is 4-recognizable. From Example 26 and from
Theorem 7, we obtain
tX (n) = Θ

n
log(n)
2
.
It is well known that the set of squares {n2 | n ∈ N} is not b-recognizable for all integer bases b ≥ 2 (for instance see [8]).
In [15,11] (also see Theorem 33 below), it was shown that any set of the form {nk | n ∈ N}, with k ∈ N, is S-recognizable
for some S. In those constructions, the exhibited abstract numeration systems are built on polynomial languages. In the
following example, we exhibit 4-recognizable sets of nonnegative integers having their nth terms in Θ(nk) for k = 2 and
some k ∉ N. These considerations have to be compared with Proposition 23 mentioned above and Proposition 35 in the
next section.
Example 28. Consider again the base 4 numeration system. Let X = val4({1, 3}∗) = {1, 3, 5, 7, 13, 15, 21, 23, 29, 31, . . .}.
It is clearly 4-recognizable. We have vL4(n) = 4n and v{1,3}∗(n) = 2n+1 − 1 for all n ∈ N. From Theorem 7, we obtain
tX (n) = Θ(n2).
This also illustrates Proposition 23.
Now let Y = val4({1, 2, 3}∗) = {0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, . . .}. It is clearly 4-recognizable. We have
v{1,2,3}∗(n) = 12 (3n+1 − 1) for all n ∈ N. From Theorem 7, we obtain
tY (n) = Θ

n
log(4)
log(3)

.
This also illustrates Corollary 21.
Define LF = {ε} ∪ 1(0 + 01)∗ to be the language of the Fibonacci numeration system and let Z = val4(LF ) =
{0, 1, 4, 16, 17, 64, 70, 256, 257, 260, 272, 273, 1024, . . .}. Again it is 4-recognizable. We have vLF (n) = 5+3
√
5
10 (
1+√5
2 )
n +
5−3√5
10 (
1−√5
2 )
n for all n ∈ N. Therefore, we find
vLF (n) ∼
5+ 3√5
10

1+√5
2
n
(n →+∞)
and by Theorem 7, we obtain
tZ (n) = Θ

n
log(4)
log(ϕ)

where ϕ = 1+
√
5
2 is the golden ratio.
Now we illustrate Theorem 7 when p = 1 and q = 2. Define K to be the language accepted by the automaton depicted
in Fig. 3. Let V = val4(K) = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 25, 26, 27, 33, . . .}. It is 4-recognizable. We have
uK (2n) = 6n and uK (2n + 1) = 3 · 6n for all n ∈ N. Then vK (2n) ∼ 956n and vK (2n + 1) ∼ 245 6n (n → +∞). From
Theorem 7, we obtain
tV (n) = Θ

n
log(4)
log(
√
6)

.
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Example 29. Consider the base 2 numeration system, that is, the abstract numeration system built on L2 = {ε} ∪
1{0, 1}∗ with the natural order on the digits. Let X = val2(1∗0∗) = {0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 15, 16, 24, 28, 30, 31, . . .}. It is
2-recognizable. We have v1∗0∗(n) =
n+2
2

for all n ∈ N. From Theorem 7, we obtain
tX (n) = 2(1+o(1))
√
2n.
We can also use our main result to show that certain sets of integers are not S-recognizable for any abstract numeration
system S.
Example 30. Let C = (Cn)n≥0 denote the set of Catalan numbers [14]: i.e.,
Cn = 1n+ 1

2n
n

.
These numbers occur in many counting problems; for example, they count the number of Dyck words of length 2n.
Asymptotically, we have
Cn ∼ 4
n
n3/2
√
π
,
which does not correspond to any of the forms described by Theorem 7. Hence, for all S, the set C is not S-recognizable.
6. Additional results
Ultimately periodic sets of integers play a special role. On the one hand, such infinite sets are coded by a finite amount of
information. On the other hand, the famous theoremof Cobhamasserts that these sets are the only ones that are recognizable
in all integer base numeration systems. The following result shows that this property extends to abstract numeration
systems.
Theorem 31 ([9]). Any ultimately periodic set is S-recognizable for all abstract numeration systems S built on a regular language.
In [5], the latter result is extended to the multidimensional case.
Ultimately periodic sets are polynomial sets of degree 1. The following example shows that there exists non-ultimately
periodic polynomial sets of degree 1 that are recognized in some abstract numeration systems.
Example 32. Consider the integer base 2 numeration system. Let t = (tn)n≥0 ∈ {0, 1}N be the Thue–Morse sequence defined
as follows: tn = (s2(n) mod 2) where s2(n) is the number of 1’s in the 2-representation repS2(n) of n. Let T ⊆ N be the
characteristic set of t: n ∈ T if and only if tn = 1. It is well known that t is 2-automatic, which is equivalent to the fact that T
is S2-recognizable. It is easily seen that the growth function tT (n) of T is bounded by 2n. Furthermore, T is not an ultimately
periodic set.
Theorem 33 ([11]). Let k be a positive integer and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let Pi ∈ Q[x] be such that Pi(N) ⊆ N and let αi ∈ N.
Define f (x) =∑ki=1 Pi(x)αxi . Then an abstract numeration system S built on a regular language L such that f (N) is S-recognizable
can be effectively provided. Furthermore, if f (N) is polynomial (resp. exponential), then the numeration language of the provided
abstract numeration system is polynomial (resp. exponential).
Let us recall the following result of Durand and Rigo.
Theorem 34 ([7]). Let S be an abstract numeration system built on a polynomial regular language and let T be an abstract
numeration system built on an exponential regular language. If a subset of N is both S-recognizable and T-recognizable, then it is
ultimately periodic.
Proposition 35. Let S be an abstract numeration system built on an exponential regular language. If f ∈ Q[x] is a polynomial of
degree greater than 1 such that f (N) ⊆ N, then the set f (N) is not S-recognizable.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorems 33 and 34. 
The latter result has to be compared with Proposition 23.
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